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Have you ever felt your athletic talent was being pushed down by teammates or coaches? If you

have, find your motivation or a new team with Athletes Mental. This is a motivating player

connecting a phone app that helps with student athletes' mental health.



Part 2 Executive Summary

Student athletes need a way to escape or cope with a team that is mistreating them or bullying

them. This could eventually lead to the person quitting the sport or losing all motivation to

become better at it. The plan to solve this is by making a phone app that can either connect

them with a different team or motivate them while feeling down and out. Hopefully, a non

profit organization can get funded by ads and commercials. This would be better as a non-profit,

rather than for-profit, because people should not have to pay for this app to use it; everyone

that needs it or wants to use it should have access to it. Research shows that color influences

the users’ decisions and that almost 90% of the choices we make daily are influenced by color

psychology. Research also shows that almost 40% of student athletes get bullied or mistreated

on a team they play on. The goal is to make every student athlete feel as if they are welcome on

a team; if not then they can find a new one that they are welcome on.

Part 3 Problem Summary and Proposed solution

Research shows that almost 40% of student athletes are bullied or mistreated on a sports team.

The scope of the problem is the amount of people who play sports while balancing school work

and good grades cause a very stressful living situation because the student-athletes will have

little to no free time. So the plan is to make an app for these student athletes that motivates or

connects them with a new team while using colors to directly influence their decision.

Plan Part 4: Summarize the STEM Concepts and Principles Underlying the Overall Plan

The solution to the problem of athletes being bullied and discouraged by their team can be

solved by making a phone application that uses multiple concepts of STEM; technology, science,

and mathematics. It uses science because of how colors affect the brain on decisions. Another

STEM concept being used is Technology, because it is an application for phones and

mobile-technology. Additionally, mathematics is used because of the coding required in app

production. These skills together would allow this application to be perfect for the user.

With the use of colors at certain times this can affect the way the user thinks. There are colors

that are more calming and exciting. Colors influence around 90% of the choices that a person

will make. So If used correctly certain colors can severely change someone's opinion and

emotions at the time of need. The colors like blue, purple, green, and grey can calm a person

and lower their blood pressure. This would be very useful in the case of someone who is

aggravated or stressed. So if this psychology were used to color behind a quote that maybe

motivates them, It can help relieve stress while motivating the user to keep trying and put in

effort. Red is the color of anger and frustration. This color can be used when someone needs to

be motivated in a healthy way. This anger they get can strive them forward to go and do the

things that they have wanted to do. This color also makes you have more of an appetite which is

why you will see most fast food restaurants use red in their logos and buildings.  Finally the

colors Orange and Yellow are energetic colors. (Gazibegovic, N., 2018) These colors can help



someone when they are feeling gloomy and having trouble getting out of bed or getting that

energy needed.

Part 5.  Commercialization Assessment of the Overall Plan

Problem, pain point or market

Student-athletes need a way to escape bullying and discrimination from their team because this

treatment can lead to quitting the sport. This is a problem from the many people who have

filled out the survey saying they have been bullied and ruined their spirit for their sport.

Proposed solution

The proposed solution is to make an application on the phone that can help an athlete feel

better. These consist of if they are feeling bullied or discriminated against, or if they are down

and unmotivated. To add, this app can help them feel better by using motivational quotes and

even showing them new teams around the area that they can play for if they feel extremely

discriminated against on their current team and want to leave. Additionally, this app can also

help people who are already motivated and love their team become a better player by telling

them what they can do to help improve their team while also still being supportive and

encouraging.

Target customers and intended users

The people who would use this product would be any student playing a sport. The goal is to be

helpful for the student-athletes who are being bullied while also helping those who might be

bullying those students. Therefore, the focus is more on the people being bullied because as

someone who understands what it is like to be bullied, it is essential that each athlete feels

welcomed and accepted.

Competitors

Other competitors would be apps that also give motivational quotes. Maybe even the coaches

who believe that certain harsh treatment can make a player better. These apps would be

competitive because they could also be non-profit applications such as mine.

Customer value proposition & competitive advantage

The competitive advantage of this app will show people new places they can play their game.

Connecting them to different coaches who might treat them better while also still being able to

motivate them, which causes the app to be more helpful than just a list that will be

motivational. Additionally, this will bring people to acquire Athletes Mental over other

applications because of the helpfulness and connectivity the app has. Also those who aren’t



looking for a new team can still use the app to motivate and help them become a better

teammate and a better person in general.

Principal revenue streams expected

Athletes Mental would need grants to start the production. The app is strictly going to be non

profit as I do not need any income from the app. If this were to ever change, in-app ads could

be implemented at the bottom of the screen. However, this is not the goal as it will be a

distraction.

Principal startup and operating costs expected to be incurred

At most it’ll cost 40,000$ to 60,000$ to make the app. Money can be saved if the creator (me)

were to complete the app’s coding on my own. This would mean that this app could not cost too

much to make (Around 10,000$).The application will only be for the phone and not on

computers and other devices. This will make it more affordable for the team to create. The plan

is not to get sponsorships by companies that will charge premium prices. Because this is a

non-profit, there is no need to pay other companies to be on the app. (SPD load, 2021)

Part 6: Science and Technology Proof of Concept

Review and assessment of the scientific literature

The science that the solution uses is color psychology, which causes the user to feel

stronger about the emotions that they are feeling depending on what color they are seeing. This

will help the app because it will give that extra drive to make the user either more motivated or

to try even harder. With 90% of decisions influenced by color if used correctly, can maybe wane

someone's decision or mood.

Discussion of your findings with relevant cited references

Based on an in school survey 40% of people who played a sport went through some form of

discrimintaion or mistreatment. A small portion of those students eventually quit playing sports

because of the team environment. Additionally, colors play a huge role in decision making in

many different ways. The effect is evident through the diverse backgrounds surrounding the

motivational quotations. (Gazibegovic, N., 2018) These both helped to understand the best way

to make an app and how to help the users of it most effectively.

Statement of a single, clear and compelling testable hypothesis

If an app is created that is motivational and helpful while also being supportive, then 80% of

student athletes will have more of a drive to play and enjoy their sport while maintaining their

own mental health.



Inquiry or design-based discussion

The solution is going to be an app on the phone. This app is going to start by identifying how

they are feeling, then there is going to be another option to help them find local teams in the

area. After the app identifies how they are feeling it gives them help based on that emotion

with a quote, advice, or motivational line. With those shown, the background will also present a

color that helps influence that user even more because 90% of decisions are influenced by

colors. After they get that help, if the user was not satisfied with their previous results it will

either ask them for another piece of help or to identify another emotion. It also gives them an

option to return to the home screen to look for a local team. While connecting them with local

teams it will show results on what team it's them best based on what they are looking for. The

app will entice the user by getting them into a better mental state.

The five E’s of the user experience will help make the most connective and simple app while

also being efficient and useful. They are going to enter it by opening it on their phone. It's going

to be engaging by motivating them and connecting them to other teams. They are going to exit

the app by closing out of it. Finally, it is to extend their time with Athletes Mental by bringing

them back into the application to help themselves mentally.

Connecting local coaches from across the state to a database accessible by the application is

essential. Unable to do this, the solution would be to get publicity. This will allow most users to

connect with the best local teams. Each coach is going to have to fill out a small survey on the

app that says their training intensity, ways to contact them, where they are located, and who

they are looking for. This allows the app to be much more interactive and easier to use. In

addition, the app would categorize coaches by traits specific to the user. For example, distance

to travel, price, and how long the coach has been coaching. Finding specialists is not easy but

the plan is to use keywords in a search and identify what intensity level of competitiveness of a

team the user wants. This allows most people to play for a sports team that they will thrive on

and actually enjoy their sport with a possible career in their passion.

Data tables, graphs, charts, sketches, engineering drawings or photos of prototypes or models,

and cited reference

Figure 1



Figure 1 shows the research that I did on my own. This is the survey I held in my school and

From the 33 responses 39.4% have been through some kind of mistreatment on their team.

Figure 2

This is the wireframing process which shows how to access and use the app.
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